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...

New signage at last
Isn’t it time visitors found their
way around the resort?

...

Pink Day
What’s happening with
our much loved Pink day!

...

The Health Team
Offer you some great advice
on diet and sport

...

What to do at LMC?
The summer comes to a close.
What does Autumn bring?

...

Security have a message
Please help us to avert a
tragedy at our club

...

Golf course rankings
Our Director of Golf shares
his aims, plus improvements
to the courses

Get on your bike!
LMC SL introduce serious bike
riding to the Club, fancy it?

And this has only half the
communities it should have!

AN EASIER WAY TO FIND YOUR WAY AROUND
Over the years, the resort has grown considerably. In the early days

There will also be fixed maps and a pull in area at security gate 1.

of La Manga Club, finding your way around was easy, a few

Thereafter the team will work closely with the individual

strategic signs were positioned at key junctions pointing you to the

communities to assist them with their own signage, as many will

nearest community. The scale of the club is now so vast, that we

have their own needs. Earlier we mentioned tombstones. These are

needed a complete re-think on directional signage.

what you’ll see existing signage on, we believe these work for our

A team was put together to study ways of doing so. That team

resort, are unique to us, and people are used to them.

comprised Robin Fish (President GC), Bernard Cahill (President El

We will be manufacturing ceramic tiles with the same font to

Rancho), Dennis French (President Bellaluz) Pascual Sanchez

achieve consistency in our new signage. It will ensure our signs

(Operations manager GC) and Geoff Wood (Communications),

always look tidy. The team did of course consider many forms of

whose collective knowledge of the club stretches back to the

new signage, but found none that could be produced within budget,

beginning. We are pleased to say that a system has been put

initiated expediently and that would cause minimal upheaval.

together and has the agreement of the majority of community
presidents. This system will be rolled out this September.
We are dividing LMC into zones, making it so much easier to
navigate around the club.

The above is a drawing showing the new zones, or zonas as we
will call them. There will be 7 in total, Amarilla, Naranja, Roja,
Rosa, Verde and Violeta. It is our intention to produce maps that
will be made available to all - owners and visitors alike. By dividing

Each zone will have up to 7 communities within it, so signage will

the Club into zones, we will make it easier to navigate to

be easier to read as you drive by. Once we have constructed the

communities as all communities will be in their own zone.

initial signs, we will print maps that can be picked up at security,

As an example, if you were looking for Monte Leon, you would

from local management companies and agents and online.

head for Zona Verde and find it there.

The current
road building
situation
As you may be aware there is a new road being constructed between
the security gates. We passed on a message in the last magazine
from those responsible for this construction about the target date for
completion. Unfortunately that date has been missed by a mile!
This has proved somewhat inconvenient for many of you, and made
access to the West course at times, impossible. Whilst we are as
frustrated as you all are, it must be said that all we can do as a
General Community is pass on the information we are given.
At this point we must also tell you, we have been informed the
new road from Los Belones has also been delayed, we will of
course keep you informed as to it’s progress, and will let you know
as soon as we are told.

If you have a sports injury, why not

join us at the CIARD?

Just in case
you experience
any heavy rain!
La Manga Club veterans tell tales about the 1985 Gota

By Asunción Martínez, CIARD co-ordinator

fria which caused severe flooding and filled barancas.
Stories of continuous heavy rain for up to 8 days abound,
embellished by the recounting of flooded offices and the
rescuing of passports from flooded apartments so that

The High Performance Sport Centre (CIARD), formed from

It is a question of monitoring and assessing the

the partnership between La Manga Club, UCAM

development processes for each individual, and

(University of Murcia) and Hospital Mesa del Castillo in

therefore, allowing a better recovery. It’s about putting a

Murcia, has offered a new physiotherapy and

number on a sensation, for example, if an athlete says

rehabilitation service since July 2015. It will complement

that it hurts a bit, I say to them, yes, but how much is a

the rest of the testing available which assesses general

bit? What we do at the CIARD is measure this intensity’.

health, sporting performance, nutrition and injury
prevention at its modern facilities at the Spa.

people could return home. We set out to research the
Gota fria for your information and this is what we found.
Gota fría, or ‘cold drop’, is a weather phenomenon often
occurring in the Spanish autumn. It is experienced
particularly along the western Mediterranean and as
such, most frequently affects the east coast of Spain

The exceptional setting in which La Manga Club and the

(although it is by no means limited to this area).

CIARD can be found, attracts many athletes to spend

A gota fría is more intense on or close to the coast, and

their family holidays here. Athletes can recover from

can be powerful enough to uproot trees.

their injury whilst their children enjoy themselves on the
resort. The CIARD physiotherapists insist that ‘this form
of recovery is quicker and more effective’.

It’s the name given to the storms. These most commonly
take place after the summer months when the sea
temperature is still high, but the temperature in upper
airstreams suddenly drops. The warm air, saturated with
water vapour, rises and cools too quickly when meeting
the upper airstreams. The result is extremely intense
rainfall, accompanied by high winds (up to 140 km/h),
hail and thunderstorms.
The Cartagena Ayuntamiento provides very clear
guidance on how to prepare and what to do in the event
of these storms.
Prepare the home for floods
• Make sure the roof is clean and drains are free of leaves

A team of physiotherapists specialised in high

• Clear the outdoor areas and garden. (bring in furniture,

performance sports and who boast many years of
experience in sports rehabilitation, (especially in the field

garden tools and other moveable objects that might be

This new service will be launched at special prices, in

New Rules and
Regulations for
Golf and Tennis

addition to a 20% discount for all members, as well as

La Manga Club has this September launched the new

for long-stay guests at the resort. Sportspeople of

Rules & Regulations for Golf and Tennis, which will

of regional level football) will combine the monitoring of
injuries or treatments at the centre, with hydrotherapy,
acupuncture, electrostimulation, etc. The objective, is ‘to
re-educate the person so that, in addition to recovering,
he or she avoids a relapse or becoming injured again’.

different disciplines who come to the La Manga Club
facilities to train, tackle typical injuries common in every
discipline. Knee, ligament, abductor muscle and lower
back injuries which are common among footballers, back,
lumbar and shoulder injuries for golfers, elbow, knee,
ankle and abductor muscles are the more sensitive areas
among tennis players, and triathletes tend to suffer from
excessive strain in the shoulders and legs, lumbar area

blown or washed away)
• Pools should be partly emptied, to avoid flooding
• Keep a couple of days’ worth of dry food and water,
along with a torch, batteries and a radio in a high place
where it can be quickly reached
• Important documentation and items should be kept at
the highest part of the house

benefit everyone. They have been sent by e-mail and
will also be in the Golf and Tennis section of the La

In the event of storms and floods
• Turn of the electricity, listen to local radio, avoid using
the phone

Manga Club website as well as in the Golf and Tennis

• Be prepared to leave the house and go to a safe place

administrations. There will be a period of adaptation so

On the road in floods

everyone is properly informed before these rules are

• Try to tune in to the local radio channel

officially implemented on the 1st October.

• Drive towards higher locations

La Manga Club and the General Community are working

• Abandon the car and head to higher ground if the

together to clarify any points during the introduction.

water levels begin to rise or if it’s stuck

In addition to being able to undertake any type of

In case you have any doubts on this new policy please

• If the car is submerged in water, and it’s difficult to

diagnostic testing (resonance scans, x-rays, etc.) at an

contact either Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf, or Lorenzo

open the door, exit through the window.

associated centre, visitors can also carry out isokinetic

Martínez, Director of Tennis. They will be pleased to

• Stay on the main roads and never cross flooded areas

strength tests, gait analysis, walking biomechanics,

answer your queries. Please contact them directly on

• Watch out for loose electricity cables, falling objects,

strength tests, ECG and echocardiograms, muscle

their email addresses - golf@lamangaclub.com or

beware that tunnels and drains can be hazardous and

assessments and nutritional assessments.

tenis@lamangaclub.com José Asenjo, CEO LMC SL

never park on riverbeds and avoid driving after dark.

and plantar fasciitis.

Something to brighten up all owners lives

At the Club

A Pro-inspired
cycling training
camp on its way!
Not content with hosting many of the world’s elite

By David Williams, Owners Interests’

professional and amateur golfers, tennis players and
footballers, La Manga Club has launched its first-ever
road cycling camp.

A light bulb
moment?
Many owners have expressed concern that their
electricity bills at La Manga Club are extremely high.
Some talk of unfair treatment of LMC owners by
Iberdrola or other suppliers.
Reacting to the many postings on the forum on this
subject, The Owners Interests’ Group told the last

La Manga Club
unites again to
go(Sport)Pink

A few weeks after the Vuelta a España passes through
Murcia featuring Tour de France winner Chris Froome,
Spain’s La Manga Club will welcome amateur riders for
a six-day cycling training camp with one objective in
mind - to simulate a professional training camp.
Tracking and assistance vehicles, experienced group
guides, an en-route mechanic, tests in the resort’s High
Performance Sport Centre and technical talks will all

October 16-18 2015, for Breakthrough Breast Cancer.
Building on the success of 2014, the Pink Weekend is
back with a vengeance and this year more Pink Sports

feature. We are also blessed with a great regional road
network, featuring long smooth flats, challenging
climbs and thrilling descents.

have been included to allow everyone to participate.
Taking place from September 20-26, packages cost

Presidents meeting it intended to hold discussions with a

€899 per person sharing a twin or double room.

Spanish energy expert, with a view to investigating this.
We have also posed the question whether the General

Featuring a series of challenging rides on a variety of

Community, representing all owners, could use the

routes, with a total distance covered across the week

benefits of scale to secure better terms through

of 635km (400 miles), the price also features daily

‘collective bargaining’ - offering each of the suppliers

breakfast, a welcome drink and snack on the first night

the opportunity to be our preferred supplier in return for

and gala dinner on the final evening. Refreshments
including energy gels and sports drinks during rides,

discounted terms for all owners who wish to benefit
from them.
Some owners may not be aware that the days of an
Iberdrola monopoly on electricity supply are over, and

Do you play Golf, Tennis, Cricket or Bowls? Why not put

full cycling kit, insurance and access to the La Manga

on some Pink and join in! Events take place throughout

Club spa.

the weekend - Team Golf, Doubles Tennis, 6 a side
Cricket and Team Bowls.

the market has opened up in a similar way to the UK and
other European countries. There are also now a variety
of different tariffs available which may save money for
individuals depending on usage.
Before getting into negotiations with the suppliers, we
need to do some modelling on the current situation.
With this in mind, all Presidents were asked to

‘We are offering a unique opportunity for cyclists of all
levels to enjoy their favourite sport, being looked after

Look out for Paella, Drinks, Cricket BBQ, Auctions,

like true professionals and with the bonus of the

Raffles, Gala Dinner, Prizes and surprises! Last year was

incomparable setting here at the Club, as well as the

great fun, so don’t miss out and get your entry in early

privileged facilities on offer at the resort’ said Chad

for this worthy cause.

Harpur, sports director at La Manga Club.

You can enter by e-mail info@sportpink.org or call
Caroline Douglass ext 3136.

The camp, which will feature a maximum of 15 people,
will signal the start of a series of cycling camps at La

distribute an e-mail in July asking for volunteers to

Manga Club, with future dates set to be announced in

contact me on davidwilliams122@gmail.com with

the very near future.

some basic information about their property and it’s
occupancy. The intention is to take a sample across a
variety of locations, sizes and occupancy levels to
extrapolate potential savings across the club. The
response from those communities where the e-mail was
distributed has been excellent. However, it is clear that
many communities have still not seen the request. It is
not too late to get involved. Just e-mail me and I will
add you to the list. Shortly, a brief questionnaire will be
sent to the selected sample.
The more owners we have on board the greater will be
our ability to negotiate with suppliers.
Finally, a number of owners have contacted us about

For your Information
There is now a facility at the Doctors’ Surgery in
theGeneral Community Offices where you can dispose

solar power as an energy source. We would be

of used medical equipment including sharps, syringes,

interested in hearing about owners experiences of this

etc. It’s not a large container so small items only

as we believe it could be a worthwhile future project.

please. It is funded by the General Community and free

Please get involved. We can’t do it alone!

of charge!

A word of warning from security, regarding

Underage driving

It makes trying to undertake projects for the benefit of
owners impossible. More importantly, the people who
are being denied potentially valuable information about
the Club are you, the owners.
The General Community are currently investing a lot of
time in an interactive database. Owners will be able to
input as much or as little data about themselves as they

Ian Hunt, Vice President, Security

wish. The key is, it will be up to owners to participate,
but those that do will have first-hand access to
information about the club, it’s activities, important
announcements, as well as the fun stuff that goes on.

This is what
happens when
Golf Buggies
are driven
by children

This really isn’t a request from the GC to a few owners
out there, this is the law. People without a valid EU
Drivers licence are not allowed behind the wheel of a

through this convoluted process, there is no guarantee
that those owners being denied access to other

Golf buggy, even when it’s stationary.

information are going to see this article - catch 22!
However, the General Community are committed to
developing better communication. It is your Club. You
have invested in it financially and emotionally, you
deserve to know what is going on in your name.
We will communicate (as best we can) more about the
database as soon as we are ready to go live. A number
of people are giving a good deal of their time free of

Let me begin by saying, the pictures shown below are a

charge, in order to make things better for owners.

warning for what can happen when golf buggies are

We ask that owners support us in bringing La Manga

used by underage drivers. After this accident I am very

Club communications into the 21st Century.

happy to say that no-one was injured. The buggy was
however, driven by children.

Given the distribution of magazine itself has to go

At the same time, if this magazine is the first time

It’s good to talk!

you’ve heard we are running a project on electricity,

Owners have probably given little thought to how

seen anything about it. It really is good to talk!

information regarding the club is distributed. Why would

David Williams, Owners Interests’

please ask your President why he thinks you haven’t

you? - you would assume it was simple, efficient and
effective. The reality couldn’t be further from this ideal.
For the General Community Community to contact you
directly it has to do the following 1 Write a communication.
We have seen a dramatic increase in the number of

2 Send it to MSB as Administrator for the majority of

buggies being used at the club in the last two years.

the individual communities.

So far we have been very lucky and had no real major

3 MSB send it to the Presidents of those communities

incidents. Though I strongly believe it’s only a matter of

where MSB are administrator, requesting approval to

time before we have a serious accident, or even a

distribute it.

fatality. This will ultimately mean, the police will be
forced by local government to treat the use of underage
driving in a much tougher way.
I have often said that underage drivers are breaking
spanish road laws. My biggest concern is that parents

Don’t forget
your Owners Golf
Championships
application form
We hope you have summered well and your golf game is in
good nick ready for the Owners Golf Championships in

4 They send it to the other administrators for

November. Hopefully the reminder you set for September

communities so they can, in turn, send it on to their

1st has worked and you already have your application form

individual Presidents for approval.

in to Golf administration. If not, the entry forms are on the

5 Only once these approvals are in place will the

Owners Website (just start at Sports activities and follow

message be sent to owners.

your nose).

As a current example, 6 weeks after asking MSB to

The tournament starts with the Players Gathering on the

distribute an e-mail about electricity pricing, (see page 3

evening of Sunday 15th November. There will be three

of this magazine) less than 50% of Presidents had

rounds of golf during the week, culminating in the final

approved it. The wonderful response from the 50% of

round and Gala Dinner on Friday the 20th.

that allow their children to drive around the club, show
a complete lack of respect to everyone else.
More often than not, it’s owners that allow their
children to do what they want to, as if they feel
some sort of entitlement.

owners who had seen it, showed it was a worthwhile

As a parent I can tell you for a fact, allowing your child

communication. Frustratingly, those people who

behind the wheel of a buggy will not make them love

provided information are wondering why, 6 weeks on,

you more. And it may result in an accident that could

we are still waiting for the other 50% to receive it.

end in a serious injury, a prison sentence or sadly worse.

We still don’t really know why - incorrect e-mail

Please look at these pictures and think what could have

addresses, holidays, forgetfulness, over-full inboxes,

been. And think about this, you wouldn’t allow your

mail going to junk, unfamiliarity with the system - all

children on the roads at home, so why on earth would

have been blamed. One President thought the email was

you allow them behind the wheel of a buggy here?

inappropriate for his community to see.

We are delighted that Blevins Franks have returned as our
main sponsor this year, so we are expecting the event to be
better than ever.
The Championships will be over-subscribed. We hate
having to turn people away, but the event won’t sensibly
accommodate more than 200 players. Please don’t delay
getting your entry in.
It’s the best value for 65 euros you’ll spend all year.

Our aim is to climb up the rankings

Of world golf
By Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf

Here’s a Golf tip!
Laurence Brotheridge, Leadbetter Golf Academy

There are no quick fixes in Golf which will make you hit
the ball perfectly every time, right?
While I constantly urge people to take a more realistic
and long term outlook to their golf, there are some things
we can do (which are very easy to implement) to create
much better results instantly. This can involve a simple
shift in your thinking.

We have to be honest and say we are not on it yet, but

La Manga Club
duoarethrough
to the final!

they have visited us again, and although we may still

On July 25th, La Manga Club hosted a regional qualifier

Every two years the ‘top 100 golf courses of the world’
officials tour the globe and rank golf courses.
They are the only independent website to do this and
are seen as honest, credible and reliable. In fact, they
are the site that is most visited when selecting golf
courses to play.

Last week, a male player came to us wanting to improve,
and be ready for a tournament he was playing in that
weekend. I watched him hit a few shots, and used
Trackman to measure all of the ball flight data.
Then I asked him what he was typically thinking of during
a shot? To which he responded ‘my shoulder turn’. I then
asked him to hit 20 shots for me with the same club, but
this time focusing either on the target, or on brushing the

not make the 100, we are climbing the rankings with

for the Seve Ballesteros Foundation. This was a

our improvements and with what we are planning.

ground in the correct place. We alternated between the

greensomes competition and we are delighted that it

two, I then recorded the results for each.

We are however, extremely confident of making that
list in the very near future.

was won by two LMC owners, Seline Hainsworth Chung
and Bernard Cahill, with a net score of 64!

At the end of the 20 shots, we looked at the results.

You may ask what are we doing? Well the first thing

Seline and Bernard have played together on a number of

When the player focused on the target, he had a

we attempted to sort out was course definition, we

occasions recently, and appear to have formed a very

significant decline in performance, his distance control

formidable partnership. Let’s hope they win it!

became much worse.

want the first cut of rough to be uniform and consistent,
this year has been tough with the heatwave as we have
had uncontrolled paspallum growth. This makes it

The tournament at the club was one of a series of 37

However, the focus of brushing the grass correctly

qualifying events throughout Spain.

produced a significant improvement in his distance

We talked about it in the July edition.

control, accuracy and consistency of shot pattern.

tough to control the height of the rough, we hope this
picture illustrates we are on top of it though!

Each winning pair receive a weekend in Santander and

All of this was significantly better than his own preferred

play the grand final at Real Pedrena GC, Seve's first

focus (the shoulder turn).

course, and where he honed his considerable skills.
The overall winners will receive an invitation to play in

In golf instruction, we call this ‘performance coaching’.
It’s very different to how most people traditionally see a

the Pro-Am at the 2016 Eurasia Cup in Malaysia, which

golf lesson. We are essentially taking your individual

is a team event between the best professional golfers

swing, and without changing it, ascertaining which

from Europe and Asia.

thought process allows the swing to perform better.

All income generated by the competition goes to support

Similar in-fact to tuning a car.

the work of the Seve Ballesteros Foundation, which has
two primary objectives, brain tumour research and the
development, support and encouragement of junior golf.
We of course wish them both all the luck in the world,

It can allow golfers to make significant leaps in
performance, without having to change their swing
dramatically. We use the science of motor learning, and
our vast coaching experience with players of all levels to

We will further improve the courses in 2016 with new

the thought of two of our own winning this amazing

be able to hone in on thought processes which will yield

signage, which will include new tee markers for all the

competition would be somewhat poetic, considering the

better results.

courses. We will also be introducing markers and ropes

longstanding connection between the Ballesteros family

which we hope will let golfers know where they can

and La Manga Club.

and where they can’t go!

Adam Young is one of our coaches at the Leadbetter
Academy in La Manga Club. The academy uses the best
in modern technology to analyse your golf in a similar
way to the above, or to create a more long-term plan of
improvement for your game.
Adam discusses these ideas and more in his book,
published on Amazon and called ‘The Practice Manual The Ultimate Guide for Golfers’.
It has been number one on the Amazon Golf bestseller
list, in both the UK and the USA for some time now.

We hope this will all add to your enjoyment which
should have the added bonus of seeing your club rise in

Furthermore, it’s gaining popularity with many amateurs,
professional players and even some high profile coaches.

the world rankings, like many things though, it will take

If you would like a lesson at the Leadbetter Golf Academy

time and we thank you for your patience.

then please contact us on extension 1362.

Nutrition basics

For Golf

We have a
new doctor
in the house
By The Health Team

We now have two doctors back at the Club.
His name is Spencer David Crozier, but he wants to
be known as Dr. Spencer. He was born in the USA

With the fitness industry making a big impact on golf,

the end. For that reason, it makes sense to replace the

specifically at the elite level, we are now seeing

energy lost during a round of Golf.

incredible feats of human performance. Professionals

This means supplying a constant stream of nourishment

are often bombing the ball over 300 yards. But all the

for your body as you are playing.

fitness in the world is useless, even detrimental, if the
nutritional aspect is not taken into consideration.

and spent most of his early life there. He graduated
from Weber State University with a major in
Spanish, a double minor in Chemistry and Biology
with an emphasis in pre-med. He met his wife, who
had spent most of her life in Cartagena and decided

While you could have 10 Bananas during your round to

to settle there whilst attending medical school. He

replace the energy, this may cause some gastric distress

graduated from the School of Medicine of Murcia.

What do we mean by this? Well, if you’re hitting the

from the sheer bulk of food. And who wants to be

gym hard on top of your regular golf training, you are

swinging a golf club with 10 of those on board!

putting your body under a lot of stress. As your energy

For this reason, It’s best to look towards foods which are

demands increase, so do your nutritional needs.

more energy dense, they supply a lot of energy without

If you are not fuelling your body with the right nutrition,

filling you up too drastically.

you will be hindering your recovery, which could lead to

His wife began a successful cake business in
Cartagena, and since he graduated, he has worked
in the Spanish version of the NHS as a general
practitioner, pediatrician as well as in emergency
medicine.

burnout on the course.

Dr Spencer believes the facilities here at the club

A lack of quality nutrition combined with high energy

are excellent. He says ‘the medical surgery at La

demands can also lead to illness.

Manga Club is modern and first-class’ and he
thoroughly enjoys working with Dr. Eduardo

Lets look at basic nutrition concepts from fuelling your

Borgoñós, his colleague in the surgery. He is happy

round of golf to recovering from a workout. We will also

to assist anyone during the evening hours as

look at some ideas for health, as well as for weight loss

Eduardo handles the daytime shift, and looks

and muscle gain. Understanding these concepts more

Are you nuts?

can really help you speed up achieving your

100 grams of Banana supplies around 100 calories. On

performance/lifestyle goals.

the other hand, 100 grams of almonds supplies 550

forward to meeting all owners in the future
.

calories – a 6 fold increase in energy density. So eating
100 grams of nuts can comfortably fuel a 9 hole stint on
the golf course without making you feel full and
bloated. They also release the energy more slowly (they
are low on the glycemic index scale) and, as a bonus,
supply quite a nice dose of vitamins and minerals.
Almonds, in particular, are very high in vitamin E. They
also supply a large portion of your daily fibre amount, as
One Banana or two?

well as a large offering of protein for satiety.

Room with a view?

Typically, when we ask elite players how their nutrition

So, while nuts are our favourite choice, not everyone

Robert Hall has been an owner in Monte Leon for

is on the course, they proudly state that they are on top

can eat them (due to allergies). Another energy dense

over five years. When he and his wife Phyllis have

of things. We ask them what they take on the course

alternative is to eat some dried fruit. This is typically

their morning coffee they look out to amazing view

with them. Normally, players will tell us they only eat

around 350 calories per 100 grams, so you may need

they just never tire of.

healthy things, such as a Banana or an Apple. Whilst

close to 300-400 grams of dried fruit to cover the round,

They look at the strip and the Mar Menor from one of

that is great that they are fuelling with whole foods,

which it is easier than a kilo and a half of Bananas!

the smallest communities at La Manga Club.

what they don’t realize is that they could be selling

Munch away

Monte Leon also have the lowest club fees because

Eating nuts will release the energy evenly, so try

of where they are. In Robert’s opinion it’s the most

Conservative estimates for calories (units of energy)

spreading the food intake throughout the round. A few

private and quietest community at the Club. Some

burned during a round of golf are over 1000. That often

nuts every hole or so, will do that nicely and maintain

days all they see is the highly efficient, and very

doesn’t include the energy your body burns from simply

good energy levels throughout the round. And you can

regular Eulen patrol. They would highly recommend

staying alive (basic metabolic rate). When you consider

still eat Apples and Bananas too, just understand that

anyone looking for privacy, a well built property,

than a large Banana only contains 130 calories, and an

you may need a bit more fuel than those alone.

great security and of course a view to die for!

As always, don’t forget to stay hydrated. Drink plenty of

He is also a keen cyclist so on his return from a 70km

themselves short, particularly on energy.

Apple contains around 100, you may need a bit more, to
successfully make the end of the round with energy.

water and avoid sugary sports drinks. They may be good

ride with his friends, there’s a real test to finish, by

Our body can tap into fat stores too, but if our fat stores

for tennis players who need a big energy spike, but they

riding up the hill every time. He claims it sorts the

cannot keep up with the demands of the round, we may

could be detrimental for golfers. So, in summary, eat

men from boys! Robert Hall is the President of the

be left flagging and lacking in concentration towards

enough to get through the round comfortably.

Monte Leon community.

We say goodbye to a great Summer and

welcome Autumn
Are reviewing
sites always
what they
appear to be?

Play your Golf
with Flute
New General Manager Tim Wilson has made a big
impact this year with his kitchen staff.
They have had an amazing summer, and by introducing
new initiatives such as their home delivery service, has
all added to that fabulous success.
The First Drop in Bellaluz Square, has had a fantastic

Their home made fish, chips and mushy peas is a top

We have heard from many businesses that customers,

summer this year. With a fully refurbished bar and newly

seller and the introduction of a Sunday night BBQ has

unhappy with their table position or looking for a

extended kitchen area, they have been able to provide a

also had a terrific response.

discount, often threaten restauranteurs with a bad

superior menu, which has proven extremely popular with

Barman Choppa is about to start a ‘Flute Golf Society’

review. There is nothing to stop a competitor writing a

many of their visitors.

from October, with complimentary food on their return to

nasty comment either, and a bad review can have a

Flute’s from golf, so anybody interested in joining should

negative effect on an eaterie, as it can only be removed

call him on 968 175 272. Next year we have some great

by posting positive comments, thereby knocking the

new ideas coming, so please follow us on facebook or

negative one down the listings.

visit us at www.fluteloungebar.com

And to do that, you need several ip addresses, hard work
indeed.
If you try and talk to those reviewers, you either get an
automated response, or have to prove wrong doing,
which is practically impossible.
Whilst reviewers are useful, it’s often best to make
up your own mind.

The Last Drop are now serving food daily with the arrival
of ‘The kitchen’ next door, and all encompassing new
menu. They have a wide range of sharing platters as well
as breakfasts, burgers, flatbreads and some great ‘pub
classics’ with a twist.
Jenna McNeill, hosts karaoke every Friday night from
10pm, and also performs live every Sunday evening.
Whatever your favourite sport, it will always be on their
large screen HD TV’s, every day of the week.
Up until mid-September you’ll also find John Hides live
on Guitar (Fridays) and Piano (Sundays).

All change with
Chango’s at Las
Lomas village
Chango’s is a brand new Mexican restaurant, in Las
Lomas village where Mr Chan’s used to be. It opened its
doors at the beginning of August, serving a feast of

La Finca
Restaurant is
15 years old
Since the Inghams bought the restaurant in 2000 they

Drop in for food, drinks, live sporting events, dancing,

have developed it both inside and out, to create a special

singing, or if you are feeling particularly adventurous,

place to enjoy dinner or celebrate something special.

all of them!

They introduced an outside bar two years ago, which has
added to the ambience during the summer months, and
they have regular entertainers there too.
The menus change with the seasons of course, but the
popular dishes like the belly pork and fillet steaks stay.
They pride themselves in their homemade dessert menu
and their innovative starters.

Mexican food and delicious cocktails. Already proving

Over the years this family business has become a popular

popular with holidaymakers and locals alike. All having a

venue for weddings and special celebrations.

fun time wearing Sombrero’s and enjoying CoronaRita

We, of course wish them continued success!

cocktails. To make a reservation call ext 7170

www.lafinca-restaurant.eu

Important changes to the Spanish law

On Inheritance tax
By Teresa Morenilla, Partner MSB

In September last year the EU issued a resolution in
relation to the application of the succession tax law
(inheritence tax) and donation tax law, to citizens
with interests in Spain. As a result the law has

This is subject to the following conditions.
The acquisition of the monies must be done

Do you need to enrol in this scheme?

through a Public Document (Notary)
No, your GP will put you on the new system during

changed, and since January the tax rules applicable

The destination of the money declared must be

the course of this year. You’ll receive a medication

to death and donation duties has as well.

implemented within six months of the acquisition date.

print-out, with details of your medication dosage and

1) If the deceased was resident in Spain the tax

The activity or company must not have as its main

taking-times. The original print-out MUST be

law applicable will apply from the region where the

aim to deal with movable property or real estate.

presented at any regional pharmacy within 10 days.
From then on, each month, take your health card and

deceased had residency when they passed away.
The business figure for the previous year of the
2) If the deceased was a resident of the EU, and

print-out to any regional pharmacy to pick up your

individual company acquired, must not be higher

the assets are located in that region, and the

prescribed medication. It will be available until the

than 3 million euros, and no more than 1 million

beneficiaries are residents in a country within the

date stipulated by the doctor.

euros for a professional business.
The Murcia region was one of the first autonomous

European Community, the tax law applicable will
apply from the region where the assets are located.
3) If assets are located in the region, as long as
they are rsidents in a country withing the EU, the
tax law applicable will apply also from the region
where the assets are located.
4) If the assets are moveable and the beneficiaries
are residents in the EU, the law applicable will be
the one of the region where the majority of assets

The acquisition of shares in a company must be at

communities to adopt the ‘co-payment pharmacist’

least 50% of the capital of the Company, and the

structure known as Copago. This could be a benefit

beneficiary must exercise management functions

to anyone on long-term medication who may be

in the Company.

entitled to refunds from the Murcia Health Service.

There is a similar rule which is applicable when the

Pensioners with an income under 18,000€ per year

properties inherited, have the same use as explained

will pay 10% of the price of the medication, up to a

before, and these properties must be for commercial

maximum of 8€ per month.

use for at least five years.

Pensioners with an income over 100,000€ per year

have been located in the last five years.

There is also a new rule applicable to Donations made

will pay 60% of the price of the medication up to a

A new regulation was approved by the regional

during a lifetime between parents, husband/wife,

maximum of 60€ per month.

government of Murcia on August 6, that aims to

adoptive parents, descendants or adopted children of

If these ceilings are exceeded, the difference will be

reduce the taxes paid on inheritence between

any age, which will result in a reduction of 50% for

refunded by the Murcia government within 6 months.

relatives. These new laws have been adopted in

any donations.

order to activate the transmission of rights and

This is a new benefit which hasn’t been implemented

(EHIC) rules from 1st July 2014, now mean that

assets and therefore the economy in the region.

before and it is quite interesting. This will also

whilst you are a visitor in Spain you are entitled to

We are not going to list all the different cases,

substantially reduce the tax implications on

receive any medical treatment that is necessary

the main ones to be considered would be the

transferring assets during a lifetime (properties,

during your stay, and you’ll be treated on the same

following.

monies, etc), such as parents to children.

basis as if you were a resident of Spain.

1) In case of Death, if the beneficiaries are
descendants or adopted children of less than 21

Changes to the European Health Insurance Card

In order to be valid, the donation must be formalized
with a Notary.

Your EHIC will enable you to access the necessary
state-provided healthcare either at a reduced cost or

years old, they already had a deduction of 99%

Please note that if you are a Resident in a country

free, and also covers you for treatment of pre-

This was already the case by law.

outside of the European Community, these benefits

existing medical conditions. This means that anyone

2) A reduction of 50% on inheritance tax has been

will not be applicable to you. Either way we always

staying in Spain has the right to receive medical

approved on any assets inherited between

recommend using a solicitor in this area for advice.

assistance from the Spanish Healthcare System.

husband/wife, parents, descendants who are older

Are you aware?

All the above information was supplied by

than 21, or adoptive parents and adopted children
who are more than 21 years old.

That the Murcia Health Service has introduced

Medicallink, a bilingual service which co-ordinates
your needs in conjunction with the regional public
health services.

3) Monies, even life insurance policies, inherited

electronic prescriptions? (Receta Electronica) It’s a

between husband/wife, parents, descendants,

computerised system that allows your GP to directly

adoptive parents or adopted children, will have a

transmit your prescription to the pharmacy. The

includes accompanied visits to GP appointments and low

reduction of 99% (with no limit). If these are aimed

prescription details are sent via a secure internet

fixed-rates for hospital appointments. If anyone is

to create, or to extend an individual company or

site, and allows you to pick up your medication at any

interested in joining or would like to find out more, we

professional business or to buy shares in

pharmacy simply by presenting your health card and

can arrange a group meeting on site and/or for

companies with their fiscal address at the Region.

annual prescription print out.

medicallink to forward their info-pack to us.

The membership programme costs 16.95€ a month. This

Introducing our new Director of Hotel operations

Adrián Padina
By José Asenjo, CEO La Manga Club SL

Experienced hotelier Adrián Padina has taken on a dream
role after being appointed as the new director of hotel
operations at La Manga Club.
Half British and half Spanish, he has more than 20 years
experience in the hotel industry, working for some of the
world’s top hospitality brands including the
Inter-Continental, Ritz-Carlton and the Fairmont.

Another great
evening in the
nameofcharity

The tournament is open to 49 federations which belong to
Tennis Europe, and the competitions are open and free to
visitors and fans who want support their favourite teams.
At the 2014 championship 330 players participated, with
64 teams representing countries such as Italy, Germany,
France, Switzerland, Belgium and England. This time
over 350 players will participate, forming 72 teams from

This August we celebrated the second charity gala dinner
Having enjoyed high-profile roles at a number of

13 European countries. Great Britain (17 teams), Spain

in aid of the Alda Foundation at the hotel swimming pool.

locations worldwide including London, the Middle East,

and Belgium (10 teams each) and Netherlands (8 teams).

The charity seeks to improve education and social

China, Tenerife as well as most recently Barcelona,

Regarding categories, the ladies 40+ and 50+ will take

integration for children living in Paraguay.

part with 12 and 9 teams, respectively.

Adrian is relishing his new task of helping La Manga
Club build on its established reputation in the sports and
leisure industry as Spain’s flagship resort.
He said: ‘La Manga Club is a name that is famous all
over the world and it’s a great honour to be given the
opportunity to shape its future, both in the short and
long-term. The resort is renowned for delivering
outstanding service to its guests and has made
significant investment recently, to help maintain its
position as Europe’s premier sports and leisure
destination. I believe I have a lot to offer La Manga Club

Jordi Robinat, the Chairman of LMC SL adopted his two
sons, Alberto and David in Paraguay, and in 2002 he
decided to set up the foundation so that other children
there could have access to a basic education.

The Centre boasts some of the best outdoor facilities in
Europe, with 28 tennis courts, two paddle tennis courts
and a squash court. These facilities are what have led
La Manga Club to become the selected venue for

The event began at 8.30pm and hosted over 250 guests

important national and international tournaments, such

from many European countries. Among those who

as the final of the Davis Cup and the Fed Cup, and also

attended the event were our ambassador and manager

the first sports and holiday resort to be the official

of the Scottish national football team, Gordon Strachan,

partner of the European Tennis Federation.

and entrepreneurs José Jover, Jose Ángel, Pedro Díaz,
and Gerardo Cuartero.

and can enhance it in many different ways so we can

The evening was a huge success and raised much

match and exceed the high standards already in place’.

needed cash for the Alda Foundation.

Footballclub’s
choicefor
pre-season?
Throughout this summer LMC will host FC Seville,
Granada FC, Hibernian FC, Queen of the South, Wigan
Athletic, AFC Wimbledon and the Moroccan team, Mas
Football Club.

The Robinat family
The exclusive nature of our resort will guarantee the

The European Senior
Club Championships
are coming again
Tennis Europe have made this event home here at the

necessary levels of security for the footballers, so that
they can relax and focus on training during their stay at
the resort, and not worry about anything else.
This year will be the first time we have hosted Seville.
The players and the technical team will be all staying in
the Hotel. So you may have seen them!

Club. It has become the reference point for club tennis

Granada FC, one of the most loyal football teams to La

players from all over Europe and an opportunity for

Manga Club, will return to the resort for the seventh

champions and runners-up of national tournaments to

consecutive summer. Over the last four months over 150

compete in an international team competition.

teams have paid a visit to our Club, it has now become

This years championship will take place over two weeks
in September. The mens and ladies super senior (55+)
category tournaments will be held from 13th to 18th
September, whilst in the second week, from 21st to 26th
September, the mens and ladies senior (35+) category
events will take place.

the habitual pre-season destination of choice for top
level international club Borussia Dortmund.
Other teams such as Real Madrid, Liverpool FC and the
national Spanish, Korean and English teams have also
trained the La Manga Club facilities.
Hopefully this new trend is set to stay!

